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When the July 2012 accident first happened, some members of the equestrian community, 
without a full understanding of the facts, quickly went to traditional and social media and used 
the story to once again paint mountain bikers as dangerous scofflaws, and push their agenda for 
keeping bicycles off the multi-use portion of the Western States Trail.  While they were quickly 
admonished once the facts came out (by their own community members), some members of the 
equestrian community continue to this day(!) to point to this incident as reason to exclude 
bicyclists from trails cyclists have been riding and sharing for 30 years.  It’s not right!   
 
Ms. Costa and her friends were about to start riding “upstream” on a well publicized and signed 
race course.  This could be called a risky move for all but the best trained horse.  Ms. Costa’s 
horse did not spook because of “speeding, out of control and rude” mountain bikers.  It spooked 
because it heard a sound and had equipment failure.  This accident could have happened 
anywhere at anytime. The bike race had nothing to do with the unfortunate accident.  The 
equestrians that still use this incident to further their selfish agenda are out of line.  Furthermore, 
the accident didn’t even happen on the actual Western States singletrack trail. It happened at the 
bottom of a fire road. 
 
This is the racer, John Hyatt’s, report from the Tahoe-Sierra 100 mt. bike race: 
 
“This years version of the TS100 had everything you look for in an epic 100 mile mtn bike race; 
flowing single track, gnarly steep climbs totaling 17,000 feet of gain, and well stocked well 
informed aid stations along the route. I had been training for this race all year.  
 
It started on the back side of Granite Chief and finished in Auburn using much of the WS100 trail 
as the route. I was psyched, pumped, in good shape and ready to throw down. I maintained a 
top 10 overall position thru mile 50 or so, conserving a bit for miles 60-75 where the course gets 
very tough. My legs were feeling great and I had my electrolytes and nutrition dialed, so I laid it 
all on the line and cleaned every climb in the canyons with the exception of the swinging bridge 
to devils thumb section. I picked up a couple places by the time I got to Michigan Bluff and a 
couple more by the time I got to Foresthill. It was one of those magical days where everything 
was going right. My wife, kids, and friends were at multiple locations along the course keeping 
me updated on my position and keeping me topped off with ice cold water. At this point I'm 
thinking I'm going to start cracking into the top 5 because I am very familiar with the rest of the 
course, and I am pumped to be hitting some of the best singletrack NorCal has to offer.  
 
From Foresthill there is quite a long decent that eventually leads back down to the middle fork of 
the American River. I bomb the downhill without issue and at mile 85 I have to go around a 
green gate. As I approach the gate, I notice 3 women on horseback approaching the same gate 
in the opposite direction. They ask me if I want to come by, I say yes and thank you. As I go 
around the gate, my front tire washes out and my left foot unclips violently. One of the horses 
goes apesh*t and after 10 or 15 seconds dumps the rider on her head. This is where my race 
ends and Crystal's fight for life begins. 
 
Crystal is crumpled up on the ground. Her horse bolts, I ditch my bike and run over to her. Her 
head is bleeding badly, but she is conscious. She is in direct sunlight and asks me to help her into 
the shade. As I pick her up she says she can’t move her legs and she is having trouble breathing. 
Beth, the other rider instructs her daughter, the third rider, to go up the road and phone for help 
once she could get cell service. Meanwhile, I find a shady spot and sit Crystal down so that she is 
sitting on my lap with her legs over my legs. Eventually the position that she found most 
comfortable was lying the back of her head on my face and her back to my chest with her legs 
over my knees.  
 
Blood continued to flow from her mouth and she continued to have trouble breathing. I kept her 



in this position as still as possible until the Foresthill Fire Dept EMT's showed up 45 min to an 
hour later (we were in the middle of Fing nowhere). I have never felt so helpless. I just tried to 
keep her comfortable, keep her awake, and keep her positive.  
 
She was eventually put on a board and we wheeled her up the gravel road to a clearing and 
waited for a helicopter. Another 45min to an hour and finally a Blackhawk was sent over from 
fighting the Robbers Fire and Crystal was on her way to the Hospital.  
 
She is a single mom that lives in Cool with a 15 year old son and I do not have the words to 
describe how badly I feel about the whole situation. Broken nose, orbital bone, and back are the 
injuries I know for sure. She had surgery on her back last night and as of 2pm today she was in 
ICU. 
 
Please keep Crystal in your prayers and please do right by your fellow man whenever given the 
opportunity. The thought to continue on with my race after I saw her fall off the horse never 
once entered my mind and it makes me sick to my stomach to think that someone else in the 
same situation would ride away.” 
JH 
 

Horseback rider breaks back during mountain bike race 
Racer stayed with rider for hours 
By: Amber Marra, Auburn Journal Staff Writer 
 

A Cool woman is recovering from a broken back and head injuries after she was thrown 
from her horse last weekend during the Tahoe-Sierra 100. 

Jon Hyatt, of Granite Bay, said he was around mile 85 into the Tahoe-Sierra 100-mile 
mountain bike race when he noticed three horseback riders up ahead. 

Hyatt had just left the Foresthill portion of the course that led him down to the middle 
fork of the American River where he found the three horseback riders at a green gate. 
Among those riders was Crystal Costa, who was training with her horse, Sam, for the 
upcoming Tevis Cup. 

Costa, 50, and her fellow riders stopped at the green gate and asked Hyatt, who was in 
fifth place overall at the time, if he wanted to go around. After their mutual 
acknowledgement that Hyatt would go around first, he proceeded to do so. 

That's when Hyatt said in a race report "my race ends and Crystal's fight for life begins." 

As Hyatt maneuvered around the gate, his bike tire slid in loose gravel and one of his 
shoes came unclipped from the bike peddle. 

The combined noise from the sliding tire and unclipped shoe startled the horse, Hyatt 
said. Once Sam started panicking, one of his hoof boots partially came off, causing him 
to rear back so hard Costa was sent falling backward, breaking two vertebrae in her 
lower back, her eye socket and her nose. 

"The race became secondary pretty fast," Hyatt said. "In the big scheme of things the 
race was a non-issue at that point." 



Sam took off after Costa fell and Hyatt, who coaches a high school mountain bike team, 
moved Costa out of direct sunlight and off of the trail. One of the other riders left to call 
for help, but due to the remoteness of their location did not arrive for several hours. 

At that point, Hyatt said Costa was bleeding heavily from her head and could not feel 
her legs. She was in a great deal of pain and was having trouble breathing. 

While they waited for emergency crews to arrive, Hyatt positioned Costa so she was 
laying on top of him with the back of her head on his face, which was the most 
comfortable position for her that allowed her to breathe easiest at the time. 

Mary Nelson, Costa's sister, said this stabilization was critical. 

"I just want to stress that he did everything right. He saved her life," Nelson said on 
Thursday. "He was lying underneath her and would not let her go." 

The Foresthill Fire Department arrived about an hour after the accident, but Costa had to 
be flown out via helicopter to Sutter Roseville Medical Center. The helicopter was also 
delayed because it was originally being used to battle the nearby Robbers Fire. 

Since then, Costa has had surgery on her back, according to Nelson. Now she has some 
feeling in her feet and is being transferred to a rehabilitation facility in San Francisco. 

Hyatt said he has visited Costa in the hospital everyday and intends on visiting her in 
San Francisco along with Jim Northey, director of the Tahoe-Sierra 100. 

Northey said he's an advocate for mountain bikes and equestrians to use local trails 
harmoniously and that all that matters now is that Costa recovers. He said there were 
required signs throughout the Tahoe-Sierra course to alert other people using the trail 
that a mountain bike race was happening. There was also an alert over the weekend on 
parkwatchreport.org. 

"All we care about is that she comes out of this in good health," Northey said. 

Nelson said she and her family feel the same way. Since Costa has been in the hospital 
her 15-year-old son, Wyatt, friends and family have rallied around her. 

"It was just a freaky, weird thing, but it was nobody's fault," Nelson said. 

Contact Amber Marra at amberm@goldcountrymedia.com. 

A sampling of article comments (via a Facebook app): 
 
Marie Hood ·  
Horses spook from all types of stimulus. This time it was a bike/rider that was doing 
nothing wrong. It could have been a squirrel. It could have been another rider coming 
up from behind. This is no one's fault. God speed for a full recovery, Crystal. 
 



Hollie Prust ·  
wow I heard of this accident a few days ago and want to wish Crystal good health and 
full recovery. It's always scary to fall or be thrown from a horse, I couldn't imagine what 
she was going through, waiting all thise hours for rescue. How fortunate she was to 
have had Mr. Hyatt there to keep her safe! I hope everything works out for the best and 
she's able to walk again soon. 
 
Shannon Yewell Weil ·  
Jim Northey - It's time for you to rethink your race on the Western States Trail. Especially 
while horses are in training for the Tevis Cup Ride. This was an accident waiting to 
happen. Think man! 
 
(responses to Ms. Yewell-Weil): 
 

Thea GarciaVillamor Rosa 
No one is to blame here and I don't think it's even fair to go that route. It could 
have easily been a bear or cougar. I was injured in a horse riding accident as well 
8 yrs ago and am in a wheelchair, we really don't need people pointing fingers in 
a situation like this. Accidents like this affect EVERYONE around and involved. We 
need support not blame ! 
 
Brook McCoy ·  
Thats kind of a harsh thing to say to some one that does so much for the area 
and for the sport if cycling. what i have been told that the western states trail is a 
national scenic trail and every one has the right to be there. Thats coming from a 
rangers mouth at a trail meeting last year. It sounds like jim did what he had to 
do to let people know the race was going on. Even the paper said it was the 
person on the horse was at falt. You should probly say sorry to jim for slander 
for some thing he him self had no control of. 
 
Pablo Sust ·  
Shannon, this was a mountain bike event and it was well posted throughout. It 
was an accident but in this case the bikes had all the right to be there. You 
wouldn't think of riding the trail durig the Western States 100 would you? BTW, I 
am a horse person but fair is fair. Wishing Crystal a speedy and full recovery and 
thank you to the gentleman that set aside the race to help her. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
UPDATED SEPT. 13, 2012- 
From Don Schafer, coordinator for the Crystal Costa Recovery Fund: 
 
It has been 8 weeks since Crystal's accident and I think we are all proud of her. At her 
residence in the past 8 weeks much has been accomplished by many: 
 
-Blackberries have been cleared and the pastures reclaimed 
-A drainage system was installed around barn 
-30 yards of DG installed in roundpen 
-Barn floors and surrounding area were repaired by 35 yards of DG  
-An electronic gate was installed 
-A new pad was poured in front of house and connected to barn with 16 yards of 
cement 
-The old deck was torn down an replaced with a new Trex deck and ramp that connects 
to the cement pad. 
-Carpet was removed and replaced with hardwood floors 
-The entire bathroom was renovated and made ADA compliant (and beautiful) 
-Windows and sliding screen doors were replaced and a pulley door drape installed. 
-A new couch was purchased to accomadate Crystal's wheel chair 
-A Tempurpedic mattress and box spring that was donated was installed 
-A temporary ramp installed in front door 
 
There are a few more things that will be done, but not many. Crystal would now like to 
concentrate on her recovery work. She is really working hard and is determined to ride a 
horse again. She has a saddle installed on a saddle rack in her living room and rides it 
as much as possible. Her therapist says it is her best exercise, even though she doesn't 
go anywhere... she dreams! 
 
Finally, we have raised over $25,000. So much of what we needed was donated that we 
have a healthy balance of $14,000. As Crystal reflects on her future we will know how 
best to use the generous donations accumulated in the CRYSTAL COSTA RECOVERY 
FUND. 
 
A special recognition to the parents of John Hyatt, who have donated $10,000 
to the fund. John was the bike rider involved in Crystal's accident and was 
instrumental in saving her life. We have had donations ranging from $1 to $10,000. 
Each one was received with a greatful heart. Your generosity has defined Crystal's life 
and who she is and what she means to us. 
 
-- Note: John and Crystal have developed a true friendship. Crystal has defended John 
when her fellow equestrians want to blame him/mt. bikers for her injuries. 
 
 
A month after Ms. Costa’s accident, an equestrian tragically died in Hidden Falls Park in Auburn 
when her horse somehow was spooked.  This could have been Ms. Costa if her horse had 
spooked because of something else and nobody was there to care for her. 
 
http://www.auburnjournal.com/article/horse-rider-dies-hidden-falls-park 
 
 
 



The Equestrian Community Discusses The Accident 
 
For an excellent, fair discussion about this incident among the endurance equestrian community, 
please browse this forum. The comments may surprise you: http://tinyurl.com/bsrhjdc 
 
Below are some excerpts from the discussion, which demonstrate that the fear mongering spread 
by certain individuals that may or may not be part of the “Western States Safe Trail Alliance,” 
(which may or may not be behind the effort to eliminate bicycles from all of the WST) is not 
accepted by many equestrians in this group. 
 
 
It begins with Karen Sullivan posting an email full of FALSE information from none other than 
Jaede Miloslavich: 
 
Sullivan: “Is this what you guys want happening on a regular basis?” 
...........................................  
Miloslavich email: “There was a serious Trail Alert up on Park Watch this past week to alert  
other trail users that a one-time permit was given to allow a 100-mile mt. bike race on the 
Western States (Tevis) Trail.  
 
This trail is considered one of the most treacherous in the nation with no access for safety 
personnel. Because of that reason, mt. bikes aren't allowed on most of it, let alone those who are 
racing at high speeds. Last year the permit was requested and ultimately wasn't given. FALSE 
But, this year, despite the outcry from the trail-using community, a different (larger) promoter was 
given a permit. FALSE 
 
And, the very worst happened.  
 
Crystal Costa didn't realize there were racing mt. bikes on the trail and was riding her Tevis-
trained horse with two others. She was close to Francisco's when the mt. bike racers come by. 
One of the mt. bikers was going too fast, crashed his bike and scared her horse. FALSE In his 
fright, her horse stepped on one of his boots and it twisted, frightening him further. Crystal was 
thrown into brush and rock and landed on her back.  
 
She was helicoptered out. She had to wait three hours for a helicopter because all of them were 
fighting the Robbers fire. The cyclist who caused her accident stayed with her the whole time.  
 
She has a badly broken back and is facing paralysis. She will be in the hospital for a minimum of 
a month.  
 
This accident shouldn't have happened. The WST is clearly not safe for an extreme sport mt. 
biking event to share with other trail users. FALSE The land managers who allowed this race 
were closing their eyes to the real dangers - and Crystal paid the ultimate price.” FALSE 
-Jaede  
--  
Jaede Miloslavich  
Executive Director  
Action Coalition for Equestrians (ACE)  
 

 
“Kat Swig” had this to say about Ms. Miloslavich’s email: 
 

“We have only a copy of the original post from Jaede Miloslavich, an activist  
with a clear political agenda (so of dubious credibility), to know that the  
horse rider didn't know that there was a bike race on that trail on that day.” 
 

 Make sure to scroll through the forum to read other posts by Kat Swig. She’s an 
equestrian that “gets it”.  Several other equestrians also comment that Ms. Miloslavich’s 
version is patently false. 



 
This account comes from Nicole Chappell: 
 
My mom and I we're also training from Foresthill to Fransciscos the day of Crystals accident and 
we came upon the two people who were riding with Crystal shortly after the chopper picked her 
up. The two women were with the three horses standing 50 yards from where the incident 
occurred. This bike race was published and was ONLY on parts of the Tevis trail north of 
Foresthill. From there they traveled through the OLD Tevis trail through Todd Valley to White oak 
flat down to Franscisos and then up to Drivers Flat and back onto the bikes Foresthill divide trail 
toward Clementine then on to Auburn via mountain bike trails some shared with horses but not 
the Tevis trail and some which are bike and hike only. It is very important to note that this 
mountain bike race had large Aid stations with tents and lots of people at Drivers Flat and 
White Oak Flat. Bikes, vehicles and motorcycles use the road - yes it is a road and not a narrow 
trail in this area- the emergency vehicles all drove down it - all of these types of things are often 
encountered on white oak flat and drivers flat roads and especially during rafting and camping 
season at Francisco's.  
 
People this happened on a dirt road as Crystal and her two friends let the mountain bike who 
asked if he could go by they waived him around and as he wen around the yellow park service 
gate his foot slipped off the pedal and he skidded and crashed and the horse Crystal rode 
spooked and somehow his easyboot glove came off the hoof and was banging his leg since it 
was still attached further spooking him. Folks this horses overreaction to all of this was so severe 
that all four of his gloves had come off when Crystal came off.  
 
My main point - this happened on a road where bikers motorcycles rafters vehicles are commonly 
seen. No fault of the mountain bike event bikers or equestrians. It was a fluke accident. The 
bikers were polite and tired as they were 70 plus miles into their race at this point of their 
endurance race. And they had huge aid stations along the way at trailheads and posted on 
park watch so anyone riding on this day seeing the aid stations or banners had a decision 
to make do I ride with the bikes on this one day or ride a different day. We and Crystals 
group chose to ride mostly because we were at the part of the trail that is a road and the bikes 
were not going on the California Loop and our trailers were parked at Drivers Flat and they at 
white oak. Unfortunately this tragic accident occurred in an area of no cell phone reception and 
helicopters were fighting fires.  
 
I send prayers of positive thoughts out to Crystal and all those involved emotionally or politically 
that we all still need our wonderful trails to ride on and for every bad bike horse encounter 
there are hundreds that don't end tragically as this one did.  
 
 
Marshall Bates quoted an earlier comment from Teddy Lancaster: 
 
Lancaster: "I bet they [GBE] never get a permit again". 
  
Bates: “If they are denied a permit because a person was killed or injured then I guess the 

Tevis should be forbidden also. Lets be reasonable- both sports are dangerous” 
 
 
Once again, the primary contrarian in this discussion, Karen Sullivan, incorporates hyperbole 
and FALSE statements into her argument for keeping bicycles off the WST: 
 
“What has happened many other places (and let me use Boggs State Demonstration Forest as 
an example),is that once these big bike races get established, those trails get publicized and 
while they may have a permit for a one day race; everyone starts coming to train on that trail 
illegally as fast as they can. FALSE 
 
Boggs is a great example of the mess of having no safe trail standards, or any at all, and huge, 
well publicized races...the trails get torn to bits (race organizers do not repair), out of town 



extreme racers on the trails that end up pushing out the hikers, local low=key mountain bikers, 
and the equestrians. FALSE AT Boggs, they have held races in the rain, snow and mud.....but 
horseback riders are asked to not ride trails in the winter...  
 
A member of a volunteer organization who has fought for resource and trail protection at Boggs 
for over 20 years, and has seen the extreme damage from the bike races, and has had multiple 
incidents of having to jump out of the way of speeding bikers who DO NOT yield is coming to the 
realization it is no longer safe to hold public wildflower hikes FALSE 
 
This will be yet another user group run out for safety reasons.... FALSE 
 
Yes, Tevis needs to sign all trail heads before race day....  
 
Be careful what you wish for.....advocate for ALL trails to be multi-use and deal with the 
repercussions of extreme mountain bikers racing the the trail..... “ FALSE 
 

 Subsequent posts by Ms. Sullivan are full of even more hyperbole and falsehoods.  Other 
equestrians call her on it too. 

 
 
Joe Long shared this story: 
 
Let me tell you a little story about a trail.  In the time that I've been living in Castle Rock, a 
developer and the city built a twelve-mile trail system in open space.  A trail that passes about a 
hundred feet from my property line.  Yet I cannot ride on it.  It is open to hikers and bicycles only, 
no horses.  
 
I'm sure one reason is that parts of the trail has steep switchbacks in scrub oak, with very little 
sight distance.  Another reason is that the trailheads have small parking lots (there are many 
connecting spurs into the subdivisions, those residents can just walk to the trail), not nearly 
enough room for a horse trailer.  Whatever reason, I hike on this trail frequently but I can't ride my 
horses on it.  
 
They do have organized bike races on it from time to time, there are plenty of signs a couple of 
weeks in advance warning about them.  
 
If we insist on convincing the politicians and land managers that sharing trails between 
horses and bicycles is unsafe, this is the future for all of the trails that we now ride on. 
Share them, or lose them.   Period.  
 
 
Truman Prevatt had these words of wisdom: 
 
“If we even try to go convince the land managers that sharing trails between horses and bicycles 
in unsafe - we will be out in the cold.  Think about it as the land manager.  You have limited 
resources.  You can not do all you want but you want to do the most you can with your resources 
for the larges number of people possible.   
 
Then a special interest group comes in and tells you - I have to have my own trails 
because I can't safely get along with the other users.   Guess what - you would be out the 
door on you ass. Guess what - I agree with the land manger if he threw you out.   
 
We have to figure out how to make it work.  There are jerks in every group.  There are jerk 
mountain bikers and there are jerk horseback riders.  No one group has the monopoly on jerks. 
We need to get together with land managers and other users and figure out how to make it 
work.   If people want to know how - I suggest you contact Jim McGarvey, president of the Back 
Country Horsemen of Georgia.  There is no more crowded recreational demand than the greater 
Atlanta area.  However, the BCHG has managed to work with the USFS and the other users, 



including SORBA (and yeas BA stands for bicycle association) to make it better for every one. If 
we are not willing to share - we will get nothing, zilch, zero, nadda,... 
 
 
Diane Trefethen responds to another one of Karen Sullivan’s doomsday posts: 
 
Karen - Although I agree with Kat and the other posters who favor sharing trails 
and education over trying to ban all mountain bikers from using those trails 
which presumably we horse people will define as too narrow, steep, technical, whatever, I was 
reading your post and appreciating your points UNTIL...  
 
"Equestrians would be much better served by joining with hiking and conservation groups,rather 
than IMBA."  

That's like saying to promote the welfare of our horses we should join with PETA on horse abuse 
issues. When you climb into bed with people, you absolutely MUST know who they are and what 
their agendas are. We have lost FAR more trails to conservationists who want everything 
classified as "Wilderness" than we have to rogue mtn bikers using bullying and intimidation 
techniques. It isn't the bikers that want to forbid all competitive use of our National Forests; it 
is conservationists.  
 
Make no mistake, it is the law breakers amongst the bikers whom you have castigated. Your post 
accentuates the word "illegal" over and over. You say the Rangers can't catch them. That tells me 
that even you know that it is the bikers behaving badly who are the issue, not all bikers, many of 
whom enjoy the trails responsibly. Your line of reasoning would support banning all hunting 
because there are poachers and private citizens driving cars because almost all of them have at 
one time or other either driven 30mph in School zones, run stop signs, driven after one drink too 
many, cut some one off, or been fully or partially at fault in a fatal accident.  
 
Speeding and/or reckless operation of a mountain bike is illegal. If the Rangers can't catch 
them, then we need to address THAT issue, not throw out the baby with the bath by 
banning all bike riders. 
 
 
Another rebuttal to one of Karen Sullivan’s comments, by Joe Long: 
 
“Are you aware that some hiking and conservation groups want to push horses off of all of "their" 
trails?  And guess what, they describe horseback riders in the same derogatory way that you 
describe bicyclists.  Is that what you want?  
 
Endurance riders in Alabama supported the creation of a wilderness area, then when it was 
created the first thing the managers did was close it to horses, and we lost one of our beautiful 
endurance trails. The Big Horn 100 lost their access to a wilderness area a few years ago, and 
the replacement routes took a lot of work and are not as good.  
 
If attitudes like "It's not safe to share so we want trails to ourselves" become the face of 
horseback riders to the larger community, we won't have anywhere to ride.”  
 

 I wonder what Ms. Sullivan would say if the mt. bike community were to lobby to 
eliminate the extremely rare, special arrangement the Tevis Cup has to race through 
Granite Chief Wilderness?  The Wilderness Act forbids competitive events through 
Designated Wilderness. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Valerie Jaques contributes this testimony: 
 
My own experiences with mountain bikers have been overwhelmingly positive. They've 
been courteous and those who were unsure what to do were grateful to be educated. My 
last horse much preferred the rider to stay on the bike. He had some misapprehension that if the 
guy got off that thing, it'd come eat him or something. My current horse doesn't bat an eyelash 
and I wave bikers to simply come on by. He also, contrary to what several people have 
suggested, hears them coming from some way off. He has slowed down approaching a blind turn, 
ears pitched forward, and the bicyclist I could neither see nor hear, but he clearly could hear, 
came around the corner and we were far enough away for him to see us and stop. 
 
Many trails can be safely shared by a wide variety of users and should be. Mountain bikers 
are tax payers, too. 
 
 
Pam Bowen speaks the truth: 
 
“No Joe, we don't "want" someone to continue with the "I don't wanna share the trails".  I'm afraid 
that Karen [Sullivan] is beating a dead horse, literally of course!  The original poster is someone I 
happen to like, so even tho I disagreed, didn't want to say anything.  But I agree with you, Kat, 
and countless others, we need to make nice and train our horses, be happy, and learn to get 
along with other trail users as we have more in common than not.  
 
…  For the occasional "rude or dangerous" biker, %-wise likely lower than our own opinionated 
horsie crowd, where our mounts can be anything at any given time. 
 
The accident on WST was very unfortunate, but I don't see what the guy did wrong, but we can 
all see what the horse did (a proven mount, but still a horse) and the guy stayed with the injured 
rider, so much for rude, uncaring bikers, huh?  
 
I trained my first arabs riding along with my 3 young sons on their bikes, we had a blast!  … We 
trained our volunteer horses for NPS with the bikers, we were friends, they also went out and 
educated other bike users, they were great!!!  So far, in all my years, I only ran across one rude 
biker.  He was doing the fast downhill on a single-track we were going up (with a very steep drop-
off in Malibu).  I saw him coming and yelled, he couldn't hear due to chatter of his bike on the 
rocky trail.  I turned my mare sideways and just stood and waited.  The sucker caught the brick 
wall ahead and laid down (a common response to take one's own chances and not hit the wall, 
smart, my mare was awesome).  He was pretty beat up, bike went down a long ways.  When he 
got back up to the trail he asked, "what you do that for?", my reply was "you were going too  fast 
and not paying attention, whatcha do that for?".  He apologized, my one "rude" biker.  
 
ANYTHING can happen out there on the trail, what can appear or not, we all know that, and we 
need to get over ourselves… 
 
My experiences with mountain bikers have been very good, even in populated L.A. areas.  Don't 
get me started with meeting dogs on trails, those are my bad experiences....... (dogs have thus 
far lost :)) “ 
 
 
 
 
 
The Western States Trail can and should remain multi-use. Any discussions to change the 
status quo should be open and transparent. 
 

Thank you for reading. 


